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◆グエン ファン トゥ ウエン（心臓血管外科）2015年 10月 13日 - 10月 20日 
＜心臓血管外科 受入・研修担当＞ 
1. 平松 祐司 教授 

2. 徳永 千穂 講師 

 

This is my first time to Japan and UTH so I’m really happy and excited. Although the 

time was too short but I could visit both UTH and a conference in Kobe. I saw that UTH 

is a wonderful place to work and study; I could approach a modern and developed 

medicine here. 

My day in UTH begins at 8 pm, I join to morning conference with everyone at 

Department of Cardiovascular Surgery. They discuss about the last operation cases and 

the new patients they would do in that day. They also prepared the protocol for every 

patient before the operation. There are about 1-2 operations case per day in DCS at UTH, 

the patient is prepared all the clinical and Para-clinical examinations one month before 

the operation, without staying in hospital. It is difference from my department at CRH 

because the patients in my department came from the province and they have severe 

disease so they must stay in hospital to wait for the operation. Thus we must prepare all 

things for them in one week before the operation. We have about 4 -5 cardiac operation 

cases per days in CRH.  

After the conference, I went with Prof. Hiramatsu and all staff visited the patents 

operated in ICU and then went to the operation room. I found that all departments in 

UTH have full of modern equipment and link by grand network system. I could see all 

the information of patient in the computer and could follow the operation even when I 

stayed in ICU. It is an exciting and rewarding to learn. In CRH, we started to create a 

FPT network system too.  

When I visited ICU in UTH, I found it is an open ICU where all the emergency cases 

include post operation cases stay here. In my department at CRH, we have an ICU just 

for post-operation cases and if the patient is stable we transfer them to the step-down 

zone after 24-48 hours. I saw that all the nurses and doctors here have worked hard and 

carefully. I found something difference from my department that the surgeon in UTH had 

to take care the patient from pre to post-operation, it is difficult for them to work all day 

in hospital. In my department, the ICU doctors will take care of the patients after the 

operation.  

I was very lucky to have opportunity to participate a conference for thoracic surgery in 

Kobe where I could get much useful information for my career. They also displayed 

many of modern equipment and machines for cardiovascular surgery operation.  On the 

way to Kobe I benefit some times to visit Golden Temple in Kyoto, one of the famous 

and amazing temples in Japan. During the time I was in Japan, the weather was great, the 

food was fresh and delicious, all people in OPIMA office and Department of 

Cardiovascular Surgery was very friendly and kindness.  I would like to appreciate to 

Prof. Akiyama and Prof. Hiramatsu who always pay attention and take care of us. I had 
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really enjoyed my time in Japan. I wish I could have other chances to visit and study in 

your country. Once again, thank you for everything. 

 
 

 

 

心臓血管外科診療グループの皆さんと 

カンファレンスの様子 
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同じプロジェクトで来筑しているチョーライ病院からの医師・看護師と（OPIMA・交流室前にて） 

手術室にて(榎本先生と) 


